PRODUCTS
What’s new?

Bird Free is back!
After a gap of many months Bird Free gel is now
back on the market. Its non-availability was due
to a regulatory issue, but it is now
fully approved by the UK Health &
Safety Executive, making it the only
optical bird repellent approved
under the EU BPR.
Bird Free is recognised worldwide
as a discreet, effective, bird
repellent that is quick and easy to apply and long-lasting. It comes
in either ready to use pre-measured magnetic dishes or dishes you
simply attach with silicone or
www.killgerm.com
other removable adhesive.

Attached by Gorilla
Attached to the leaflet inserted in this
issue is a sample Gorilla pad. The
re-useable pads are ideal to affix bait
boxes and insect monitoring traps,
wherever you need to place one –
including when you are challenged vertically. In short, just
about anywhere.
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To use, peel the protective plastic off the pad and keep it safe for
future storage. Stick the pad onto the desired surface, then attach
your trap or box onto the pad. To remove the trap or box, twist and
pull gently. To remove the pad, gently peel it off. Wash the pad, air
dry it then
place it
back into the
protective
plastic layers
for storage.
www.gorillatraps.com

Handy tool when out trapping
The KC90 5 in 1 Multitool is a great little tool for taking with you
when out mole and rabbit trap setting. With a comfy, non-slip
rubber handle, it comes with both serrated and fine cutting-edges,
ideal for cutting through turf, roots and other obstructions when
setting mole or rabbit traps. It also has a string
cutter plus a forked end,
ideal for cutting
and lifting
www.killgerm.com
roots.

Firmly in place
Created to hold your mouse box firmly in place, this black metal
shoe is specifically designed to accommodate the Rotech NG mouse
box. It comes
complete with
screws and rawl
plugs, already
for securing.
www.1env.co.uk
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